A FINITENESS PROPERTY OF POSTCRITICALLY FINITE
UNICRITICAL POLYNOMIALS
ROBERT L. BENEDETTO AND SU-ION IH
Abstract. Let k be a number field with algebraic closure k, and let S be a finite set
of places of k containing all the archimedean ones. Fix d ≥ 2 and α ∈ k such that
the map z 7→ z d + α is not postcritically finite. Assuming a technical hypothesis on
α, we prove that there are only finitely many parameters c ∈ k for which z 7→ z d + c
is postcritically finite and for which c is S-integral relative to (α). That is, in the
moduli space of unicritical polynomials of degree d, there are only finitely many PCF
k-rational points that are ((α), S)-integral. We conjecture that the same statement is
true without the technical hypothesis.

In memory of Lucien Szpiro
1. Introduction
Let k be a field with algebraic closure k, and let f ∈ k(z) be a rational function
defined over k. A point x ∈ P1 (k) is preperiodic if f n (x) = f m (x) for some integers
n > m ≥ 0, where f n := f ◦ · · · ◦ f denotes the n-fold composition of f with itself,
with f 0 := id. The map f is said to be postcritically finite, or PCF, if all of its critical
points in P1 (k) are preperiodic under the iteration of f . In both complex and arithmetic
dynamics, PCF maps have proven themselves to be objects of particular interest for
their special dynamical and arithmetic properties. See, for example, [1, 2, 4, 7, 9,
10, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 23]. In particular, in an algebraic moduli space of discrete
dynamical systems, the points corresponding to PCF maps appear to play a similar role
as other special points, such as CM points on classical modular curves. In this paper, for
d ≥ 2 an integer, we consider PCF parameters in the one-parameter family of unicritical
polynomials fd,c (z) := z d + c, and we prove a finiteness result concerning integrality of
such parameters with respect to a given non-PCF parameter.
The polynomial fd,c has critical points at z = 0, ∞. Since ∞ is fixed, it follows that
fd,c is PCF if and only if the forward orbit
n
(0) : n ≥ 0}
{fd,c

of the critical point z = 0 is a finite set. Any such PCF parameter c must lie in Q, since
n
m
such c is a root of the polynomial fd,c
(0) − fd,c
(0) for some integers n > m ≥ 0. (In
fact, such c must be an algebraic integer, since this polynomial is monic with integer
coefficients.) Moreover, by [9, Theorem 1.1], the PCF parameters form a set of bounded
arithmetic height. In particular, for any number field k, there are only finitely many c ∈ k
for which fd,c is PCF. For example, for d = 2 and k = Q, the only PCF parameters
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are c = 0, −1, −2. That is, for c ∈ Q, the map z 7→ z 2 + c is PCF if and only if
c ∈ {0, −1, −2}.
We set the following notation throughout this paper.
k
Mk
S
kv
Cv
fd,c

a number field, with algebraic closure k
the standard set of places of k
a finite subset of Mk , including all the archimedean places
the completion of k at a place v ∈ Mk , with absolute value | · |v
the completion of an algebraic closure of kv , with absolute value | · |v
the polynomial fd,c (z) = z d + c, where d ≥ 2 is an integer.

If L1 and L2 are two fields that contain k, we say that a field homomorphism σ : L1 →
L2 is a k-embedding if it is the identity on k. Such a k-embedding σ extends to a map
from P1 (L1 ) to P1 (L2 ) by setting σ(∞) := ∞. If D is an effective divisor on P1 defined
over k, recall that a point x ∈ P1 (k) is S-integral (on P1 ) relative to D, or that x is
(D, S)-integral, if for any place v ∈ Mk with v 6∈ S, for any point α in the support of D,
and for any k-embeddings σ : k ,→ Cv and τ : k ,→ Cv , the points σ(x) and τ (α) lie in
different residue classes of P1 (Cv ). In particular, if x, α ∈ k, we have
(
|σ(x) − τ (α)|v ≥ 1 if |τ (α)|v ≤ 1; and
|σ(x)|v ≤ 1
if |τ (α)|v > 1.
The above definition is, of course, only a special case — for P1 — of a more general
notion of integrality of a point relative to an effective divisor on a variety over k; see,
for example, [20].
For each integer d ≥ 2, and for each place v of k, the family fd,c (z) = z d + c has an
associated v-adic generalized Mandelbrot set Md,v , or multibrot set, defined by
(1.1)

n
Md,v := {c ∈ Cv : the orbit {fd,c
(0) : n ≥ 0} is bounded}.

If c ∈ Cv is a PCF parameter for fd,c , then clearly c ∈ Md,v . If v is an archimedean
place, so that Cv ∼
= C, then Md,v is the set of parameters c ∈ C for which the Julia set
of fd,c is connected. It is easy to check that Md,v is compact for archimedean v.
Our main result is as follows.
Theorem 1.1. Let k be a number field with algebraic closure k, let S ⊆ Mk be a finite
set of places of k including all the archimedean places, let d ≥ 2 be an integer, and for
any c ∈ k, let fd,c (z) := z d + c. Let α ∈ k, and suppose that
• fd,α is not PCF, and
• for every archimedean place v of k, and for every k-embedding τ of k(α) into Cv ,
the image τ (α) does not lie in the boundary ∂Md,v of the multibrot set Md,v of
equation (1.1).
Then there are only finitely many parameters c ∈ k that are S-integral relative to (α),
and for which fd,c is PCF.
The hypothesis that α 6∈ ∂Md.v for archimedean v is reminiscent of a similar condition
called “totally Fatou” in the context of [24]. We conjecture that this condition should
not be required, as follows.
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Conjecture 1.2. Let k be a number field with algebraic closure k, let S ⊆ Mk be a finite
set of places of k including all the archimedean places, let d ≥ 2 be an integer, and for
any c ∈ k, let fd,c (z) := z d + c.
Let α ∈ k, and suppose that fd,α is not PCF. Then there are only finitely many
parameters c ∈ k that are S-integral relative to (α), and for which fd,c is PCF.
On the other hand, the hypothesis that α is not a PCF parameter cannot be removed,
as we will show in Theorem 5.1.
For the family fd,c , the parameter c lives in a moduli space isomorphic to A1 , and the
values of c for which fd,c is PCF may be considered as special points on this variety,
analogous to torsion points on an abelian variety or CM points on a modular curve. From
this perspective, Theorem 1.1, Conjecture 1.2, and Theorem 5.1 describe the integrality
of these (dynamically) special points relative both to special and non-special points
on this moduli space. We propose generalizations of this idea to other moduli spaces,
including higher-dimensional moduli spaces, in Section 6.
Our strategy to prove Theorem 1.1 is as follows. First, at each place v of k, we
apply the equidistribution theorems of [19] or [27], which say that atomic measures
supported equally on the Galois orbits of PCF parameters converge weakly to the socalled bifurcation measure of the family fd,c at v. However, we wish to integrate the
function log |x − α|v against these measures, and the discontinuity at x = α means
that the equidistribution theorems do not apply directly in this case. Therefore, we
invoke [8, Theorem 1.4] for v non-archimedean, and the hypothesis that α 6∈ ∂Md,v
for v archimedean, to prove our desired local convergence result, which we state as
Theorem 3.2.
Second, we write the (strictly) positive canonical height ĥd,α (α) associated with the
map fd,α by a sum of canonical local heights. According to Theorem 3.2, given a hypothetical sequence of PCF parameters (xn )n≥1 in k that are S-integral with respect
to (α), we may approximate these canonical local heights by integrals of log |x − α|v
with respect to atomic measures νn supported on the Galois orbits of xn . Finally, using
the ((α), S)-integrality of xn , we rewrite the sum of canonical local heights and invoke
the product formula to show that the sum approaches 0, contradicting the fact that
ĥd,α (α) > 0.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we recall some fundamental facts
about canonical (local) heights, and we relate the bifurcation measure at v ∈ Mk of the
family fd,c to the canonical local height λ̂d,c,v . We then state and prove Theorem 3.2 in
Section 3, computing certain canonical local heights in terms of limits involving PCF
parameters. In Section 4, we use Theorem 3.2 to prove Theorem 1.1. Section 5 is devoted
to the statement and proof of Theorem 5.1, showing that the conclusions of Theorem 1.1
and Conjecture 1.2 fail when α is allowed to be a PCF parameter. Finally, in Section 6,
we state and discuss a generalization of Conjecture 1.2.

2. Canonical heights and bifurcation measures
2.1. Call-Silverman canonical heights. For any place v ∈ Mk and for f (z) ∈ Cv [z]
a polynomial of degree d ≥ 2, the associated (Call-Silverman) canonical local height
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function λ̂f,v : Cv → R is given by
(2.1)


1
log
max
1, f n (x)
n→∞ dn

λ̂f,v (x) := lim

v

.

The function λ̂f,v takes nonnegative values, and it is strictly positive exactly at points
x ∈ Cv for which f n (x) → ∞ as n → ∞. (That is, λ̂f,v is zero precisely on the filled Julia
set of f at v, i.e., on the set of points z that do not escape to ∞ under iteration of f .)
Moreover, λ̂f,v differs from the standard local height function λv (x) := log max{1, |x|v }
by a bounded amount, and the two coincide for all but finitely many v.
For a polynomial f (z) ∈ k[z] of degree d ≥ 2, the associated (Call-Silverman) canonical height function ĥf : k → R is given by
X

1
1
Nv λ̂f,v (x) = lim n h f n (x) .
(2.2)
ĥf (x) =
n→∞ d
[k : Q] v∈M
k

The coefficients Nv = [kv : Qp ] in equation
(2.2), where v|p, are the integers appearing
P
in the product formula over k, i.e., v Nv log |x|v = 0 for all x ∈ k × . The function h is
the standard Weil height on k, given by
X
X
1
1
Nv log max{1, |x|v } =
Nv λv (x).
h(x) :=
[k : Q] v∈M
[k : Q] v∈M
k

k

Both h and ĥf have natural extensions to k, but we will only need their values on k,
for which the above definitions suffice. The function ĥf takes on nonnegative values,
with ĥf (x) = 0 if and only if x ∈ k is preperiodic under f . In addition, ĥf differs from
h by a bounded amount, and it satisfies the functional equation ĥf (f (z)) = dĥf (z).
Call-Silverman heights were introduced in [11]; see also [25, Sections 3.4–3.5].
2.2. The bifurcation measure. To simplify notation, for the polynomial fd,c (z) =
z d + c, we will denote the associated canonical local height function at v by λ̂d,c,v , and
the associated canonical height function by ĥd,c . If we view the parameter c as the
variable in this notation, then we obtain the Green’s function Gd,v : Cv → R given by

1
n
Gd,v (c) := λ̂d,c,v (c) = lim n log max 1, fd,c
(c) v .
n→∞ d
That is, Gd,v measures the v-adic escape rate of the critical point of fd,c , and hence Gd,v
is zero precisely on the multibrot set Md,v , and strictly positive on Cv r Md,v .
For each place v ∈ Mk , recall that P1an,v denotes the Berkovich projective line at v. If v
is an archimedean place, then Cv may be identified with C, and hence P1an,v is simply the
Riemann sphere P1 (C). On the other hand, if v is non-archimedean, then P1an,v properly
contains P1 (Cv ). In particular, for each a ∈ Cv and r > 0, there is a point ζ(a, r) ∈ P1an,v
corresponding to the closed disk D(a, r) := {x ∈ Cv : |x − a|v ≤ r}. The Berkovich point
ζ(0, 1) corresponding to the closed unit disk is called the Gauss point. For background
on P1an,v , see [6, Chapter 6] or [5, Chapters 1–2].
If v is an archimedean place, so that Cv ∼
= C, the (potential-theoretic) Laplacian of
Gd,v is a probability measure µd,v on C, called the bifurcation measure of the family fd,c .
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As its name suggests, the support of µd,v is precisely the bifurcation locus ∂Md,v of the
family; see, for example, [3, Proposition 3.3.(5)] or [19, Sections 4.1–4.2].
n
(c)|v )n≥1
If v is a non-archimedean place, then it is easy to see that the sequence (|fd,c
is bounded if and only if |c|v ≤ 1. In fact, we have the explicit formula Gd,v (c) =
log max{1, |c|v }, which has a unique continuous extension to P1an,v r {∞}. There is a
Laplacian operator on P1an,v ; see, for example, [6, Section 13.4] for a brief survey, or
[5, Chapters 3–5] for a detailed exposition. As shown in [3, Proposition 3.7.(1)], the
Laplacian of Gd,v , when restricted to P1an,v r {∞}, is the desired probability measure
µd,v . In our case, this measure is µd,v = δζ(0,1) , the delta measure at the Gauss point;
see [5, Example 5.19] or [6, Example 13.26].
Since the bifurcation measure µd,v is defined as the Laplacian of Gd,v (c) = λ̂d,c,v (c),
it should not be surprising that we can recover the canonical local height λ̂d,c,v (c) by
integrating an appropriate kernel against µd,v , as follows.
Lemma 2.1. Let d ≥ 2 be an integer, let v ∈ Mk , and let α ∈ Cv . Let λ̂d,α,v be the
canonical local height function of equation (2.1) for the map fd,α (z) = z d + α. Let µd,v
be the bifurcation measure of the family fd,c . Then
Z
(2.3)
log |x − α|v dµd,v (x) = λ̂d,α,v (α).
P1an,v

Proof. Since λ̂d,α,v (α) = Gd,v (α), and since ∆v Gd,v = µd,v , where ∆v is the Laplacian
on P1an,v , the desired statement is the content of [5, Example 5.22]. More precisely, in
the notation of equation (5.8) of that example, we use ζ = ∞, ν = µd,v , and uν (x, ζ) =
Gd,v (x), and we bear in mind that the Laplacian of [5] is the negative of our ∆v .

Remark 2.2. If we fix the parameter c ∈ Cv , then the Laplacian of the canonical
local height function λ̂d,c,v is a probability measure ρd,c,v on P1an,v r {∞}, known as the
equilibrium measure of the polynomial fd,c at v. Note that the bifurcation measure µd,v is
a measure on the parameter space (corresponding to c), whereas the equilibrium measure
ρd,c,v is on the dynamical space (corresponding to z). The support of the equilibrium
measure is precisely the (v-adic) Julia set of fd,c , i.e., the boundary of the filled Julia
set. By similar reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 2.1, we can also express λ̂d,α,v (α) in
terms of the equilibrium measure. Specifically, we can expand equation (2.3) to
Z
Z
log |x − α|v dµd,v (x) = λ̂d,α,v (α) =
log |x − α|v dρd,α,v (x).
P1an,v

P1an,v

3. Logarithmic equidistribution of PCF points
Definition 3.1. Let v ∈ Mk and let (xn )n≥1 be a sequence of points in P1 (k). For each
integer n ≥ 1, let νn be the atomic probability measure
X
1
(3.1)
νn :=
δy ,
|Gxn | y∈Gx
n

where Gxn denotes the set of Gal(k/k)-conjugates of xn , and δy is the delta-measure on
P1an,v supported at y.
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Let µ be a Borel probability measure on X := P1an,v . We say that the Galois orbits of
(xn )n≥1 are equidistributed with respect to µ if (νn )n≥1 converges weakly to µ, i.e., if for
every continuous, compactly supported function g : X → R, we have
Z
Z
(3.2)
lim
g(x) dνn (x) =
g(x) dµ(x).
n→∞

X

X

For archimedean v, the boundary ∂Md,v of the multibrot set Md,v is the bifurcation
locus for the family fd,c . Indeed, for any c ∈ ∂Md,v , there are nearby parameters
γ ∈ Cv ∼
= C for which γ ∈ Md,v and hence fd,γ has connected Julia set, and others for
which γ 6∈ Md,v and hence fd,γ has disconnected Julia set. All parameters c ∈ C for
which fd,c is PCF clearly lie in Md,v . If z = 0 is periodic under fd,c , then z = 0 is a
(super)attracting periodic point of fd,γ . In that case, the map fd,c is hyperbolic (see, for
example, [12, Section V.2] or [14, Section 14.1]), and hence c lies in the interior of Md,v .
In fact, since the multiplier of the (unique) attracting cycle of fd,γ varies analytically
for γ near such c, there is an open neighborhood of c containing no other parameters
γ for which fd,γ is PCF. On the other hand, if z = 0 is strictly preperiodic under fd,c ,
then c is called a Misiurewicz parameter, and we have c ∈ ∂Md,v . (See, for example, [12,
Section VIII.1].)
Theorem 3.2. Let v ∈ Mk and α ∈ Cv . Fix an integer d ≥ 2, and let (xn )n≥1 be a
sequence of distinct points in k r {α} such that z 7→ z d + xn is PCF for each n ≥ 1. If
v is an archimedean place of k, assume that α 6∈ ∂Md,v . Then
Z
X
1
σ
(3.3)
lim
log |xn − α|v =
log x − α v dµd,v (x),
n→∞ [k(xn ) : k]
P1an,v
σ
where the sum is over all k-embeddings σ : k(xn ) ,→ Cv .
We note that if the function x 7→ log |x−α|v were continuous on Cv , then equation (3.3)
would simply be an instance of equidistribution, that is, equation (3.2) with g(x) =
log |x − α|v . However, the discontinuity at x = α means that equidistribution results
(like [5, Theorem 7.52] or [27, Theorem 3.1]) do not apply directly here.
When v is non-archimedean, the function x 7→ log |x − α|v has a unique continuous
extension to P1an,v r {α, ∞}, and it is this extension that appears as the integrand in
equation (3.3). In particular, this extended function maps the Gauss point ζ(0, 1) to
log max{1, |α|v }; intuitively, this is the generic value of log |x − α|v for x in the closed
unit disk D(0, 1). As noted just before Lemma 2.1, we also have µd,v = δζ(0,1) in this
case, and hence the integral in equation (3.3) evaluates simply to log max{1, |α|v }.
As we remarked following Theorem 1.1, we expect that the condition that α 6∈ ∂Md,v
for archimedean v should not be required in Theorem 3.2, provided α ∈ k. If so, then
the resulting strengthened version of Theorem 3.2 for such α would yield Conjecture 1.2,
by the argument given in Section 4 below.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Case 1: v is an archimedean place. By hypothesis, there exists
r > 0 such that the open disk D(α, r) := {y ∈ Cv : |y − α|v < r} does not intersect the
closed set ∂Md,v . If α lies outside Md,v , then fd,γ is not PCF for any γ ∈ D(α, r). On the
other hand, if α ∈ Md,v , then as noted in the discussion following Definition 3.1, some
neighborhood of α contains no PCF parameters, except perhaps α itself. Either way,
then, we may decrease r > 0 if necessary so that fd,γ is not PCF for any γ ∈ D(α, r)r{α}.
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Let ψ : Cv → [0, 1] be a continuous function that is 1 on Md,v and is 0 outside some
large disk containing Md,v . Define g : Cv → R by g(x) := ψ(x) · log max{r, |x − α|v },
where r is as defined in the previous parargraph. Observe that g is continuous and has
compact support. In light of the previous paragraph, since each xσn is PCF, we have
(3.4)

g(xσn ) = log |xσn − α|v

for all n ≥ 1 and all k-embeddings σ : k(xn ) ,→ Cv .
By [19, Theorem 3.1], the Galois orbits of (xn )n≥1 are equidistributed with respect to
the bifiurcation measure µd,v . Thus, defining the measures νn as in equation (3.1), we
have
X
X

1
1
lim
log xσn − α v = lim
g xσn
n→∞ [k(xn ) : k]
n→∞ [k(xn ) : k]
σ
σ
Z
Z
= lim
g(x) dνn (x) =
g(x) dµd,v (x)
n→∞

P1an,v

P1an,v

Z
log |x − α|v dµd,v (x),

=
P1an,v

where the first equality is by equation (3.4), the second is by definition of νn , the third
is by equidistribution, and the fourth is because the disk D(α, r) is disjoint from the
support ∂Md,v of µd,v .
Case 2: v is non-archimedean. By [8, Theorem 1.4], there are only finitely many
parameters γ ∈ Cv such that fd,γ is PCF with |γ−α|v < 1/2. The desired equality follows
essentially as in Case 1, with [3, Corollary 2.10] showing the requisite equidistribution.
We also provide an alternative proof not using equidistribution, but still using results
from [8], as follows. As noted just before the start of this proof, the integral on the right
side of equation (3.3) is simply log max{1, |α|v }. Recall that each PCF parameter for
the family fd,c is an algebraic integer, and therefore |xσn |v ≤ 1 for every n and σ. Thus, if
|α|v > 1, then |xσn − α|v = |α|v for every n and σ, and hence both sides of equation (3.3)
equal log |α|v .
It suffices to show that the left side of equation (3.3) is zero when |α|v ≤ 1. By [8,
Theorem 1.4], for every 0 < r < 1, there are only finitely many PCF parameters of the
family fd,c in the disk D(α, r). Therefore, for any 0 < r < 1, there is some N ≥ 1 such
that r < |xσn − α|v < 1 for any n ≥ N and any k-embedding σ. Thus, we have
X
1
0 ≥ lim
log xσn − α v ≥ log r
n→∞ [k(xn ) : k]
σ
for every such r. Letting r % 1, the limit is 0, as desired.



4. Finiteness of integral PCF points
We are now prepared to prove Theorem 1.1, using Theorem 3.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Replacing k by a finite extension if necessary, we may assume
that α ∈ k. Increasing the finite set S if necessary, we may also assume that |α|v ≤ 1
for every v ∈ Mk r S.
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As in Section 2, let ĥd,α be the (Call-Silverman) canonical height on P1 (k) attached
to fd,α (z) = z d + α (and the divisor (∞)). For any β ∈ k, we have
X
1
ĥd,α (β) =
Nv λ̂d,α,v (β),
[k : Q] v∈M
k

where the integers Nv = [kv : Qp ] are as in equation (2.2). In addition, because fd,α is
not PCF, the critical point z = 0 is not preperiodic, and hence ĥd,α (α) = dĥd,α (0) > 0.
Suppose, towards a contradiction, that (xn )n≥1 is a sequence of distinct elements in k
which are S-integral relative to (α) and which are PCF parameters for the family fd,c .
Then by Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 3.2, we have
X
X Nv Z
1
0 < ĥd,α (α) =
Nv λ̂d,α,v (α) =
log |x − α|v dµd,v (x)
[k : Q] v∈M
[k
:
Q]
1
P
an,v
v∈Mk
k
X
X
Nv
(4.1)
log xσn − α v .
=
lim
n→∞ [k(xn ) : Q]
σ
v∈M
k

Because each xn is S-integral relative to (α), and because |xσn |v ≤ 1 and |α|v ≤ 1 for
every v ∈ Mk r S and every σ, we have
(4.2)

log xσn − α

v

= 0 for every n ≥ 1, every σ, and every v ∈ Mk r S.

In particular, the inner sum in expression (4.1) is zero for all v ∈ Mk r S. Thus, the
inequality of (4.1) becomes
X
X
XX
Nv
1
lim
0<
log xσn − α v = lim
Nv log xσn − α v
n→∞ [k(xn ) : Q]
n→∞ [k(xn ) : Q]
σ
v∈S
v∈S σ
XX
1
Nv log xσn − α v = lim 0 = 0,
= lim
n→∞
n→∞ [k(xn ) : Q]
σ
v∈M
k

where the second equality is by equation (4.2) again, and the third is by the product
formula for the field k(xn ). Thus, we have 0 < 0, yielding the desired contradiction. 
5. Accumulation at PCF parameters
Theorem 1.1 requires that the parameter α not be PCF. The following result shows
that this hypothesis cannot be removed.
Theorem 5.1. Let k be a number field with algebraic closure k, let S ⊆ Mk be a finite
set of places of k including all the archimedean places, let d ≥ 2 be an integer, and for
any c ∈ k, let fd,c (z) := z d + c. Let r ≥ 1, and let α1 , . . . , αr ∈ k be parameters such
that each map fd,αi is PCF. Then there are infinitely many parameters c ∈ k that are
S-integral relative to the divisor D := (α1 ) + · · · + (αr ) and for which fd,c is PCF.
Proof. For each i = 1, . . . , r, there are minimal integers mi ≥ 0 and ni ≥ 1 such that
(5.1)

mi +ni
mi
fd,α
(0) = fd,α
(0).
i
i

That is, ni is the minimal period of the periodic cycle that the critical point z = 0
of fd,αi ultimately lands on, and mi is the length of the strictly preperiodic tail of the
forward orbit of z = 0.
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Let n ≥ 1 be any positive integer different from each of n1 , . . . , nr . Define
Y
`
Φd,n (c) :=
(0)µ(n/`) ∈ Z[c],
fd,c
`|n

P
where µ is the Möbius function. The degree of Φd,n is `|n µ(n/`)d`−1 > 0, and hence
Φd,n has (at least one) root β ∈ k. By [21, Theorem 1.1], the critical point z = 0 is
periodic with minimal period exactly n under the map fd,β . (See also [10, Section 2].
The polynomials Φd,n are called Gleason polynomials. They have simple roots, which
are precisely the parameters for which the critical point z = 0 is periodic of minimal
period n.) Since there are infinitely many choices of such integers n, it suffices to show
that for each such n, all the roots β ∈ k of Φd,n are S-integral relative to D.
Consider such n and β. For each i = 1, . . . , r, each place v ∈ Mk r S, and all kembeddings σ : k(αi ) ,→ Cv and τ : k(β) ,→ Cv , we abuse notation and write αi for
σ(αi ) and β for τ (β). Because v is non-archimedean, and because the orbit of z = 0 is
preperiodic under both fd,αi (z) = z d + αi and fd,β (z) = z d + β, it follows that |αi |v ≤ 1
and |β|v ≤ 1, as noted in the discussion preceding Lemma 2.1.
Thus, both fd,αi and fd,β have explicit good reduction; see [6, Section 4.3], especially
Proposition 4.10.(a). In particular, by [6, Proposition 4.19], for any point y in the closed
unit disk D(0, 1) ⊆ Cv , the image of the open disk D(y, 1) under fd,αi is D(fd,αi (y), 1),
and similarly for fd,β . Suppose, towards a contradiction, that |αi − β|v < 1 for some
m
m
(0), 1) for
1 ≤ i ≤ r. Then by a simple induction, it follows that D(fd,α
(0), 1) = D(fd,β
i
every m ≥ 0.
m
m
(0), 1) is not
: D(0, 1) → D(fd,α
Because of the critical point at z = 0, the map fd,α
i
i
n
n
one-to-one, and similarly for fd,β . Since fd,β (0) = 0, we have fd,β (D(0, 1)) = D(0, 1).
m
If there were some 1 ≤ m ≤ n − 1 such that fd,β
(D(0, 1)) = D(0, 1), then by [6,
Theorem 4.18.(b)], the map fd,β would only have one periodic point in D(0, 1), and that
point would have period m; but this contradicts the fact that z = 0 has minimal period
n > m under fd,β . Thus, the n disks


j
j
D fd,α
(0),
1
=
D
f
(0),
1
, j = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1
d,β
i
are distinct and hence disjoint. By [6, Theorem 4.18.(b)] again, this time applied to
fd,αi , there is a unique periodic cycle of fd,αi in these disks, and it has minimal period n.
mi
However, the point fd,α
(0) lies in one of these disks and is periodic of minimal period
i
ni 6= n. By this contradiction, we must have |αi − β|v = 1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r.

Remark 5.2. The only fact about the finite set S of places used in proof of Theorem 5.1
is that S contains all the archimedean places. In particular, the proof works just fine even
if S consists only of the archimedean places. This is possible because the parameters β
constructed in the proof are roots of Gleason polynomials, so that the critical point of
fd,β is periodic.
One might ask whether it is possible to choose the parameters β ∈ k so that the critical
point of fd,β is strictly preperiodic, i.e., so that each β is a Misiurewicz parameter. The
answer is yes, at least if we assume that the finite set S includes not only all archimedean
places of k, but also all non-archimedean places v dividing the degree d. (Still, as with
the Gleason case, the set S can be chosen independent of the divisor D.)
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To see this, observe that for each Misiurewicz parameter β, there are integers m ≥ 2
m+n
m
and n ≥ 1 such that fd,β
(0) = fd,β
(0) but no simpler orbit relations hold. Conversely,
by a degree-counting argument similar to the one we made for Gleason polynomials, for
any such m and n, there are Misiurewicz parameters β satisfying this condition. Thus,
m−1
m+n−1
we have fd,β
(0) = ζfd,β
(0) for some d-th root of unity ζ with ζ 6= 1.
With notation as in the proof of Theorem 5.1, let m ≥ 2 be an integer different from
each of m1 , . . . , mr , let n ≥ 1 be any positive integer, and let β ∈ k be a (Misiurewicz)
m−1
m+n−1
parameter satisfying fd,β
(0) = ζfd,β
(0) for some d-th root of unity ζ with ζ 6= 1.
(Clearly there are infinitely many choices of such m and n, and hence infinitely many
choices of such β.) As in the proof, if we suppose that |αi − β|v < 1 for some v ∈ Mk r S
`
`
and some 1 ≤ i ≤ r, then D(fd,α
(0), 1) = D(fd,β
(0), 1) for every ` ≥ 0.
i
m−1
Let R = |fd,β (0)|v ; then R > 0 because β is Misiurewicz. Since v - d, we have
m−1
m+n−1
m−1
|ζ − 1|v = 1, and hence the three points 0, fd,β
(0), and fd,β
(0) = ζ −1 fd,β
(0) each
have v-adic distance R from one another. If R < 1, then the disk D(0, 1) would map into
m+n−1
n
itself under fd,β
, and since this map is not one-to-one, the n-periodic point fd,β
(0)
would be attracting. Moreover, because of the attracting periodic point, D(0, 1) maps
n
into itself under fd,β
but under no smaller iterate of fd,β . Since D(0, 1) also maps into
itself under m − 1 iterations, we must therefore have n|(m − 1). But then, again because
m+n−1
of the attracting periodic point, the distance between 0 and fd,β
(0) would be strictly
m−1
m+n−1
greater than the distance between fd,β (0) and fd,β
(0), a contradiction. Hence, we
must have R = 1.
Recall that m 6= mi . We may assume without loss that m > mi . Indeed, if mi > m,
then we may reverse the roles of αi and β in what follows, because in that case, the PCF
parameter αi must be Misiurewicz rather than Gleason.
Define


m−1
m−1
U := D fd,α
(0),
1
=
D
f
(0),
1
d,β
i
and


m+n−1
m+n−1
V := D fd,α
(0), 1 = D fd,β
(0), 1 .
i
m
Then the disks U and V are distinct, since R = 1. On the other hand, because fd,β
(0) =
m+n
fd,β (0), both U and V map to the disk


m
m
W := D fd,α
(0), 1 = D fd,β
(0), 1
i
mi
(0) is periodic under fd,αi ,
under fd,β and hence also under fd,αi . Because the point fd,α
i
m−1
it follows that fd,αi (0) is also periodic, since mi < m. Therefore, the distinct disks
U and V are both part of a periodic cycle of disks under fd,αi . However, two distinct
elements of a periodic cycle cannot have the same image, but U and V both map to W
under fd,αi . By this contradiction, we see that |αi − β|v = 1, as desired.
For more on Gleason and Misiurewicz polynomials, see, for example, [10, 21].

6. Conjectural generalizations
Fix d ≥ 2, and let Ratd denote the space of rational functions f : P1 → P1 of degree
d, which is an affine variety naturally identified with a Zariski open subset of P2d+1 .
Following [25, Section 4.4], the moduli space Md is the quotient space of Ratd by the
conjugation action of PGL2 . We recall the following definition from [4, Section 1.4].
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Definition 6.1. Let k be a number field with algebraic closure k. An algebraic family of
critically marked rational maps of degree d over k is a quasiprojective variety X equipped
with
• a regular map x 7→ fx from X to Ratd , and
• for each i = 1, . . . , 2d − 2, a regular map ci : X → P1 ,
all defined over k, such that for each x ∈ X(k), the critical points of fx , listed with
multiplicity, are c1 (x), . . . , c2d−2 (x). If the image of X under the composition X →
Ratd  Md has dimension N ≥ 0, we say that X is an N -dimensional algebraic family
of critically marked rational maps of degree d.
Given an algebraic family (X, fx , c1 , . . . , c2d−2 ) as in Definition 6.1, let K := k(X)
be the function field of X. Then the family defines a rational function f (z) ∈ K(z) of
degree d, with critical points ci ∈ P1 (K), for i = 1, . . . , 2d − 2. Still following [4], along
with [13, Section 6], for n ≥ 1, we say an n-tuple (ci1 , . . . , cin ) of these marked critical
points is dynamically dependent if there is a (possibly reducible) closed subvariety Y of
(P1 )n defined over K such that
• (ci1 , . . . , cin ) lies on Y ,
• F(Y ) ⊆ Y , where F := (f , . . . , f ),
• There is some j ∈ {1, . . . , n} and a nonempty Zariski open subset X 0 ⊆ X with
the following property. Consider the projection map πj : (P1 )n → (P1 )n−1 that
deletes the j-th coordinate. Then for all x ∈ X 0 , the restriction of πj to the
specialization Yx is finite.
(In [13], DeMarco calls such a subvariety Y a dynamical relation, and adds the third
condition, which did not appear in [4], in order to disallow families with certain degenerations.) If there is no such dynamical dependence, then we say that the n critical points
ci1 , . . . , cin are dynamically independent.
For example, if c1 is persistently preperiodic, meaning that there are integers s > r ≥ 0
so that f r (c1 ) = f s (c1 ), then the one-tuple (c1 ) is dynamically related, with the subvariety
Y ⊆ P1 consisting of the (finitely many) points in the forward orbit of c1 under f .
Similarly, if c1 , c2 satisfy f r (c1 ) = f s (c2 ) for some r, s ≥ 0, then the pair (c1 , c2 ) is
dynamically related, with Y ⊆ P1 × P1 defined by the equation f r (y1 ) = f s (y2 ).
Inspired by Baker and DeMarco’s conjecture on Zariski density of PCF points in dynamical moduli spaces [4, Conjecture 1.10], as well as by DeMarco’s related conjecture in
[13, Conjecture 6.1], we propose the following generalization of our earlier Conjecture 1.2.
Conjecture 6.2. Let k be a number field, let S be a finite set of places of k including
all the archimedean places, and let d ≥ 2 and N ≥ 1. Let (X, fx ) be an N -dimensional
algebraic family of critically marked rational maps of degree d, defined over k. Let D be
a nonzero effective divisor on X. Suppose that:
• the composition X → Ratd  Md is quasifinite,
• X has at most N dynamically independent critical points, and
• at least one irreducible component of D has at least N dynamically independent
critical points.
Then the set
(6.1)

{x ∈ X(k) : fx is PCF, and x is S-integral on X relative to D}

is not Zariski dense in X.
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For example, our family fd,c (z) = z d + c has parameter c lying in X = A1 , and
the largest possible set of dynamically independent critical points has cardinality 1,
consisting only of the critical point at z = 0. If D = (α1 ) + · · · + (αr ) with fd,α1 not
PCF, then the irreducible component (c = α1 ) has a dynamically independent critical
point, since the critical point z = 0 is not preperiodic under fd,α1 . Thus, Conjecture 1.2
implies Conjecture 6.2 for this case, and the two are precisely the same if D = (α1 ).
On the other hand, in light of Theorem 5.1, the set of equation (6.1) for the family
fd,c is Zariski dense in X = A1 when D = (α) and when fd,α is PCF. More generally,
in the notation of Conjecture 6.2, if no irreducible component of D has N (or more)
dynamically independent critical points, then we expect, possibly after enlarging the
finite set S, that the set of equation (6.1) is Zariski dense in X.
We note that the hypotheses of Conjecture 6.2 exclude the case that X is the flexible
Lattès locus in Md (when d is a square), since in that case N = 1, but any component
of any divisor D of X would correspond to a Lattès and hence PCF map, and therefore
would have no dynamically independent critical points.
Remark 6.3. As in [4], the dimension of the variety X in Definition 6.1 might be strictly
larger than the dimension N of the family. However, in practice, the map X → Md
is usually quasifinite, which implies that both X and its image in Md have the same
dimension. For example, our family c 7→ fd,c (z) = z d + c has X = A1 , and the image in
Md also has dimension 1, since z d + a is conjugate to z d + b if and only if b = ζa for
some (d − 1)-st root of unity ζ. Thus, the hypothesis in Conjecture 6.2 that X → Md is
quasifinite, which we assume so that both X and the divisor D behave well under this
map, already applies to almost all families of interest.
1

For any integer d ≥ 2, one may define the moduli space Md [P] of critically marked
rational functions of degree d, up to conjugation, as a geometric quotient scheme; see
1
[15, Section 10.1]. That is, each point of Md [P] corresponds to a conjugacy class of
tuples (f, c1 , . . . , c2d−2 ), where f is a rational function of degree d whose critical points
in P1 are c1 , . . . , c2d−2 . (In the terminology of [15, Sections 9–10], the critical portrait P
here consists solely of the 2d − 2 marked critical points, but with no restrictions on their
1
orbits. We use Md [P] instead of M1d [P] to allow two or more critical points to coincide
in a higher-multiplicity critical point, while still ensuring that f does not degenerate to
a map of lower degree.) The following conjecture is essentially Conjecture 6.2 applied
to this geometric moduli space.
Conjecture 6.4. Let k be a number field, let S be a finite set of places of k including all
1
the archimedean places, and let d ≥ 2. Let X be a closed subvariety of Md [P], defined
over k, which has at most dim X dynamically independent critical points. Suppose that
D is a nonzero effective divisor on X at least one of whose irreducible components has
at least dim X dynamically independent critical points. Then the set
(6.2)

{x ∈ X(k) : x is PCF and S-integral on X relative to D}

is not Zariski dense in X, where x being PCF means that x corresponds to a PCF
rational map.
Conversely, again in light of Theorem 5.1, if no irreducible component of the divisor
D in Conjecture 6.4 has dim X dynamically independent critical points, then we expect,
possibly after enlarging the finite set S, that the set (6.2) is Zariski dense in X.
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Returning to the family fd,c (z) = z d + c, we also propose the following further integrality conjecture, inspired by the special case of the Dynamical André-Oort Conjecture
proven in [19, Theorem 1.1].
Conjecture 6.5. Let k be a number field, let S be a finite set of places of k including
all the archimedean places, and let d ≥ 2 be an integer. Write fd,c (z) := z d + c. Let D
be a nonzero effective divisor on A2 such that at least one of its irreducible components
is not of any of the following three forms:
(a) {c} × A1 , where c ∈ k and fd,c is PCF,
(b) A1 × {c}, where c ∈ k and fd,c is PCF,
(c) the solution set of x − ζy = 0, where ζ is a (d − 1)st root of unity.
Then the set


P is S-integral on A2 relative to D,
2
(6.3)
P = (a, b) ∈ A (k)
and both fd,a andfd,b are PCF
is not Zariski dense in A2 .
Conversely, once again in analogy with Theorem 5.1, if every irreducible component
of the divisor D in Conjecture 6.5 is of one of the three forms (a)–(c), then we expect
that the set (6.3) is Zariski dense in A2 , possibly after enlarging the finite set S.
All of the preceding conjectures, and not just Conjecture 6.5, may be viewed as integrality variants of the Dynamical André-Oort Conjecture described in [3, 4, 19], wherein
PCF points play the role of special points. We therefore close with the following conjecture, in the Shimura variety setting of the original André-Oort Conjecture. For the
notion of special points or subvarieties of a Shimura variety, we refer the reader to [26,
Section 1].
Conjecture 6.6. Let k be a number field, let S be a finite set of places of k including
all the archimedean places, and let X be a special subvariety of a Shimura variety, defined over k. If D is a nonzero effective divisor on X at least one of whose irreducible
components is not special, then the set
{P ∈ X(k) : P is special and S-integral on X relative to D}
is not Zariski dense in X.
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